Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. a light vehicle with two wheels, a small seat, and handlebars for steering
   - car
   - bicycle
   - truck
   - travel

2. to remove by rubbing, wiping, or scraping away
   - erase
   - create
   - write
   - insert

3. of or produced by nature; not made by humans
   - fixed
   - modified
   - artificial
   - natural

4. a person or thing that does or goes really well
   - defeat
   - failure
   - success
   - average

5. a bird with a hard, pointed bill for making holes in trees to find insects to eat
   - bee
   - chicken
   - woodpecker
   - stork

6. to make different; alter the content or form of
   - change
   - same
   - similar
   - uniform
Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. a light vehicle with two wheels, a small seat, and handlebars for steering
   car  bicycle  truck  travel
   Circle: bicycle

2. to remove by rubbing, wiping, or scraping away
   erase  create  write  insert
   Circle: erase

3. of or produced by nature; not made by humans
   fixed  modified  artificial  natural
   Circle: natural

4. a person or thing that does or goes really well
   defeat  failure  success  average
   Circle: success

5. a bird with a hard, pointed bill for making holes in trees to find insects to eat
   bee  chicken  woodpecker  stork
   Circle: woodpecker

6. to make different; alter the content or form of
   change  same  similar  uniform
   Circle: change